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INTERNATIONAL CASINGS GROUP, INC. v. PREMIUM STANDARD FARMS, INC. 
358 F. Supp. 2d 863 (W.D. Mo. 2005) 

 

LAUGHREY, District Judge. 

Pending before the Court is Plaintiff International Casing Group’s (“ICG”) Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction.  For the reasons set forth below, the Court grants ICG’s Motion. 

I. Background 

Defendant Premium Standard Farms (“PSF”) is a pork producer that has sold its hog 
casings to ICG for over six years.  The two PSF facilities that supply their hog casings to ICG are 
located in Milan, Missouri (“Milan facility”), and Clinton, North Carolina (“Clinton facility”).  
ICG has its own equipment and employees on site at the Clinton and Milan facilities to harvest 
and process the casings. 

Prior to May 2002, PSF and ICG had long term output contracts for both facilities.  In 
May 2002, PSF and ICG terminated these contracts. However, the parties continued performing 
under the terms of their contracts, and in June 2002, they resumed negotiations regarding new 
terms for both facilities.  The parties negotiated a myriad of issues, including, but not limited to, 
an electrical room that needed re-wiring at the Clinton facility, pricing adjustments related to 
quality control issues (frequently referred to as the bloody guts issue) and a blower pipe at the 
Clinton facility.  Many of these negotiations occurred via e-mail between the parties and both 
entities consistently relayed negotiation terms and positions to one another via electronic 
correspondence.  The negotiations were protracted. 

In early 2004, Kent Pummill (“Pummill”) represented PSF in its negotiations with ICG 
and Tom Sanecki (“Sanecki”) represented ICG.  In a series of e-mails from March and April 
2004, Pummill and Sanecki discussed several open issues…. 

*     *     * 

The “contracts” referred to in Sanecki’s April 27, 2004, e-mail outlined the payment 
mechanism for the casings and provided that the price of the casings would be based on a price 
benchmark contained in the Pratt Report, which is a trade publication used by the casings 
industry.  The pricing schedule was attached to each “contract,” incorporated by reference, 
signed by Sanecki and sent to PSF….  These “contracts” were for five years. 

In his June 7 e-mail to Sanecki, Pummill agrees to take off another penny for the Clinton 
casings in exchange for a three instead of a five year contract. After receiving Sanecki’s 
agreement to the three year duration, Pummill marked up the contracts and gave them to Robert 
W. (Bo) Manly (“Manly”) for Manly’s signature.  Manly is the president of PSF.  While 
awaiting Manly’s signature on the contracts, ICG and PSF implemented the new pricing 
schedules as of June 28, 2004.  In July 2004, Sanecki inquired a few times about obtaining the 
written contracts and Pummill responded that Manly still had them. 
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On August 2, 2004, Pummill e-mailed Sanecki to tell him that Calvin Held (“Held”) was 
now supervising both the Milan and Clinton facilities and that Manly wanted Held to “approve” 
the contracts for the two facilities.  Pummill also indicated that Held was inquiring about why 
ICG was paying less money for the casings from the Clinton facility than the casings from the 
Milan facility.  In September 2004, Sanecki met with Held to discuss the price disparity between 
the two facilities.  It appears that Held did not notify Sanecki at that meeting that PSF would not 
honor the pricing arrangement.  The new prices continued to be paid even after the meeting. 

On November 17, 2004, PSF sent ICG written notice of its intent to terminate the parties’ 
business relationship.  PSF’s termination letter anticipated that the Milan facility relationship 
would terminate on January 3, 2005, and the Clinton facility relationship would terminate on 
January 10, 2005.  Prior to this notice, PSF had already started negotiating with a third party to 
purchase the casings from the Milan and Clinton facilities.  As of the date of the preliminary 
injunction hearing, PSF had contracted with Standard Casings Company (“Standard”) to sell its 
Milan and Clinton casings to Standard. 

On January 7, 2005, the Court held an evidentiary hearing regarding ICG’s Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction.  Pending resolution of that Motion, the parties are performing under the 
terms reached as of June 21, 2004…. 

II. Discussion 

*     *     * 

2. Statute of Frauds 

Because this dispute involves a contract for the sale of goods in excess of five hundred 
dollars, it must satisfy the Statute of Frauds or one of the exceptions to it.  [§ 2-201]  PSF 
contends that the Statute of Frauds has not been satisfied because the agreement was not in 
writing and was not signed.  ICG contends that the April 27, 2004, documents and the e-mails 
between Pummill and Sanecki satisfy the writing and signature requirements of the Statute of 
Frauds. 

The Statute of Frauds has two requirements relevant to this dispute.  The writing must 
evidence a contract for the sale of goods and “it must be ‘signed,’ a word which includes any 
authentication which identifies the party to be charged ....” Howard Construction Co. v. Jeff-Cole 
Quarries, 669 S.W.2d 221, 226 (Mo. Ct. App. 1983); also see Sedmak v. Charlie’s Chevrolet, 
Inc., 622 S.W.2d 694, 699 (Mo. Ct. App. 1981); Vess Beverages, Inc. v. Paddington Corp., 886 
F.2d 208, 213 (8th Cir. 1989). 

a. Written Contract for the Sale of Goods 

As previously indicated, the Court has concluded that it is probable that the e-mail 
exchange between Sanecki and Pummill and the written contracts sent by Sanecki on April 27, 
2004, established a contract which contained all the essential terms of the parties’ output 
agreement for the Milan and Clinton facilities. 
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The fact that the terms of the agreement are contained in separate documents does not 
prevent compliance with the Statute of Frauds.  To satisfy the Statute of Frauds, the writing “may 
comprise several writings that, in combination, supply the essential terms.”  Vess Beverages, Inc. 
v. Paddington Corp., 941 F.2d 651, 654 (8th Cir. 1991) (applying Missouri law).  The content of 
the e-mails establishes that the document sent by Sanecki on April 27, 2004, were part of the 
negotiated terms, as were the terms specifically resolved by the e-mails.  Therefore, it is probable 
that ICG will convince the jury that the documents sent by Sanecki on April 27, 2004 and the 
parties’ subsequent e-mail communications establish a binding written contract for the sale of 
goods that contain all the essential terms. 

b. The Signature 

The more difficult question is whether the writings which evidenced the sale of goods 
were signed.  The answer depends on the definition of “signature” in the context of the UCC. 

The UCC’s definition of “signed” includes “any symbol executed or adopted by a party 
with present intention to authenticate a writing.”  [§ 1-201(39)]  The Comment to the UCC’s 
definition states: 

The inclusion of authentication in the definition of ‘signed’ is to make clear that 
as the term is used in this Act a complete signature is not necessary.  
Authentication may be printed, stamped or written; it may be by initials or by 
thumbprint.  It may be on any part of the document and in appropriate cases may 
be found in a billhead or letterhead.  No catalog of possible authentications can be 
complete and the court may use common sense and commercial experience in 
passing upon these matters. 

Id. at cmt. 39. 

Missouri has also adopted the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (“UETA”).  The 
UETA applies to Missouri’s UCC provisions that govern the Statute of Frauds and the UETA 
defines an electronic signature as, “An electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to or 
logically associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the 
record.”  MO. REV. STAT. § 432.205(8).  Moreover, the UETA states, “If a law requires a 
signature, an electronic signature satisfies the law.”  MO. REV. STAT. § 432.230(4).  Hence, 
although Pummill’s and Sanecki’s signatures were electronic, they satisfy the signature 
requirement of the UCC’s Statute of Frauds, so long as each had the present intention to 
authenticate the document. 

There is overwhelming evidence that Sanecki’s and Pummill’s e-mails are authentic and 
that the information contained in them was intended by each to accurately reflect their 
communications with the other.  Although they do not all contain a typed name at the bottom of 
the e-mails, each e-mail contains a header with the name of the sender.  Given the testimony at 
the preliminary hearing, it is clear that Sanecki and Pummill, by hitting the send button, intended 
to presently authenticate and adopt the content of the e-mails as their own writing.  This is 
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enough to satisfy the UCC given the breadth of its definition of signature, as well as the UETA 
which specifically refers to a “process attached to or logically associated with a record.”13 

*     *     * 

PSF … argues that the Missouri … UETA do[es] not apply to Pummill’s e-mails because 
[UETA requires] that the transactions are between “parties each of which has agreed to conduct 
transactions by electronic means.”  MO. REV. STAT. § 432.220(2).  In determining whether the 
parties have agreed, the Court may look to “context and surrounding circumstances, including 
the parties’ conduct.”  Id.  The Court has done so and concluded that a fact finder will probably 
infer from the objective evidence that the parties agreed to negotiate and eventually reach the 
terms of an agreement via electronic mail based on their ongoing e-mail negotiations during all 
of 2003 and the beginning of 2004.  Moreover, the parties’ continued performance after the new 
pricing structure took effect on June 28, 2004, demonstrates they intended to reach an agreement 
via the June 2004 e-mails. 

Furthermore, in determining whether PSF agreed to “conduct transactions by electronic 
means,” the Court looks to whether Pummill intended to authenticate the writing – not whether 
he subjectively intended to enter into a contract.  In Vess Beverages, the court rejected the 
argument that an individual authenticated his meeting notes when he created an attendance list 
for the meeting and included his own initials among the initials of the other attendees.  941 F.2d 
at 655.  The court stated, “the signature need not be legally effective assent to the contract, but 
the signer must sign with the intent to indicate that the document is his.”  Id.  The court further 
stated, “Lest there be any confusion, we emphasize that the standard is whether the party to be 
charged signed the writing with intention to authenticate the writing.  Although one who signs a 
writing with intent to assent to its terms or to authenticate that an agreement exists fulfills the 
signature requirement in so doing, neither of these latter two types of intent is necessary to 
satisfy the Statute of Frauds.”  Id. at n.5.  Thus, in determining whether Pummill had the “present 
intention to authenticate” his June 2004 e-mails, the Court has considered whether Pummill 
intended to verify that the e-mails were his communications – not whether Pummill’s e-mails 
manifested a subjective intent to formalize in writing a binding contract.  To find otherwise 
would undermine the objective theory of contracts which Missouri follows. 

Accordingly, the Court finds that it is probable that ICG will prevail on the merits 
regarding the formation of a binding contract which satisfies the Statute of Frauds. 

*     *     * 

                                                 
13 The Court is aware that an e-mail can be fraudulently sent, indicating it is from one person when it is in 

fact from someone else.  However, a contract written on paper can be forged.  With e-mail, it can readily be 
determined whether the e-mail came from the computer of the reported sender or not, just as there are ways to 
determine whether a signature is forged.  Therefore, the fact that the e-mail header with the name of the sender can 
be electronically “forged,” should not render it an insufficient signature as a matter of law.  Of course, this issue is 
irrelevant here because Pummill has acknowledged under oath that he sent the e-mails. 


